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1   Problem Formulation 
 

1.1    Introduction 
In Section 1 of the design process, The Many Squirrels constructed an objective statement and 
black box diagram shown in Figure 1-1 below. It illustrates a simple version of our design 
process and states our project goal. 

1.2 Objective  
The objective of this project is to design and construct a shake table that can be turned off and 
on, has multiple shake levels and is safe for kids to test the sturdiness of their own building 
designs. The project will meet the criteria of the client, Zane Middle School. 

2 Problem Analysis and Literature Review 
 

2.1 Introduction to Problem Analysis 
The problem analysis provides the criterion, constraints and specifications that need to be 
considered in the design process of building the shake table. This section will also discuss how 
the project will be used and how it benefits the kids at Zane Middle School. 

2.1.1 Specifications 
Specifications for the project are requirements that must be met.  The requirements include the 
following: the table must shake in some way that resembles an earthquake, be able to turn on 
and off, and be able to fit through the classroom door frames, which are 3 feet wide.  

2.1.2 Considerations  
One consideration for this project is how the seventh-grade students will get use of the shake 
table as a learning tool while keeping it safe and easy to use.  

2.1.3 Criteria 
Criteria and constraints express the guidelines for the design of the shake table. 

Criteria Constraints 

• Shake Levels • At least 3 different shake settings 

Students need a way to 
test their building 

structures with 
earthquake simulation. 

 

Shake Table 
built to test 

these structures. 

Figure 1-1 Black box model shows a simple 
overview of The Many Squirrels design goal. 
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• Durability • Sustain use for many years. 

• Consistency • Same shake pattern every time it is used.  

• Portability • Able to move or be stored. Can be brought to other 
classrooms easily. 

• Safety • Safe to be used by teacher as well as the students. Also, safe 
for any bystanders.  

• Cost • Less than or equal to $300  

• Sturdiness • Table stays stable during use and shaking 

• Aesthetics • Aesthetically pleasing to the client.  

• Educational 
Value 

• Able to teach the students about the effects of earthquakes. 

• Ease of Use Able to be used by students as well the teacher without confusion or 
breakage. 

 

2.1.4 Usage 
The shake table will be used to test the stability of structures built by students. It will be 
designed to move to different classrooms easily and to last the students for multiple years. This 
table will be used when the section on Earthquakes is taught in the 7th grade science class. 

2.1.5 Production volume 
One shake table will be produced for use at Zane Middle School.  Two prototypes were built 
before production of the final Shake Table. 

2.2 Intro to Literature Review 
The purpose of the literature review is to provide appropriate background information which 
will provide and give a foundation for the design process.  In this section, the client criteria will 
be defined.  The characteristics of earthquakes, building materials, machines, motors, child 
learning, and past examples that affect this project will also be discussed. 

2.3 Client Criteria 
Elizabeth Elkinton from Zane Middle School, expressed the requirements for this project on 
February 14th. This project will be mainly used for seventh grade students when studying 
earthquakes. The students will build structures out of materials like popsicle sticks and test their 
structures on the shake table to see how earthquakes affect building structures. The client’s 
requirements for this design project are listed below: 
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• Able to turn off and on (plug-in is okay) 

• Multiple Shake Settings 

• Way to strap or clamp building structures to shake table 

• Able to fit through classroom doors 

• Portable 

• Locking Wheels 

• Simulate Earthquake Wave Motion 

 

2.4 Earthquakes 
This section breaks down the different elements of an earthquake and illustrates how 
earthquake activity is recorded.  

2.4.1 Tectonic plates 
Plate tectonics is a scientific theory that the earth’s lithosphere, one of the earth’s outermost 
layers, is divided into seven plates. Figure 2-2 shows the seven tectonic plates on earth. Each 
tectonic plate is composed of lithospheric mantle topped with either oceanic crust, continental 
crust or both. Plates move by a process called convection, which states that as less dense 
material rises, more dense materials sinks causing disturbances in mantle and earth’s crust to 
shake. The newest theory is called ‘slab pull,’ this is based off a new research that the oceanic 
lithosphere at different ridges are less dense than the layer below it. As each layer cools and 
becomes less dense, it sinks and further into the mantle, this pulls slabs of the lithosphere apart, 
resulting in movement of the Earth’s surface (Oskin 2016). 

2.4.2 Fault Lines 
Fault lines are found where two tectonic plates meet. They are defined as fractures of the earth’s 
crust where rock on either side of the crack has slid past each other. There are three main types 
of faults: normal, thrust, and strike-slip, each illustrated in Figure 2-3. Normal and thrust faults 
usually occur between two tectonic plates, where the lithosphere can be stretched. They cause a 
disturbance when tension builds up so much that the rock fractures and slides down along the 
side of the fault. Thrust faults or reverse faults are very uncommon; they occur where one piece 

FIGURE 2- 2 THE WORLD TECTONIC PLATE OUTLINE (UCAR, 2017). 
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of land slides over another at 45-degree angle or smaller. Strike-slip faults are vertical fractures 
where during an earthquake the two parts of earths crust slide past each other. This rupture on 
the ground creates vibrations and waves that we feel as the ground shakes (Oskin 2014). 

 

2.4.3 Seismographs  
A seismograph is a meter that detects and records earthquake activity. Basic seismographs, 
illustrated in Figure 2-4, are built on a solid base fixed to the earth. Attached to the solid base is 
a pendulum like structure made from springs, a pen, and a heavy weight. The heavy weight 
dangles over a piece of paper so that when an earthquake is happening the tool translates the 
motion of the earth.  

Seismographs today are digital monitors that record and save data of earth’s seismic activity. 
They are made from electronic sensors, amplifiers and different recording devices. Modern 
seismographs can record frequencies as low as 0.00118 Hz and as high as 500 Hz. Long period 
electronic seismographs are used to record very small frequencies and are helpful for detecting 
earthquakes before they are felt on earth's surface. Short period seismographs record much 
higher frequencies. They can run on either power or no power at all and are used to determine 
site response, determine the crustal structure and for aftershock studies, volcanic studies and 
glacial studies. The last type is a broadband seismometer, it has a pendulum design where the 
motion of the mass is converted into an electrical signal by a different device called an electrical 
transducer, illustrated in Figure 2-4. 

FIGURE 2- 3 THE MOVEMENT OF THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF FAULTS 
(SMS TSUNAMI WARNING, 2017). 

FIGURE 2- 4 A DIAGRAM OF A BASIC SEISMOGRAPH WITH THE SUSPENDED 
SEISMOMETER (SMS TSUNAMI WARNING, 2017). 
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2.4.4 Magnitudes 
Magnitude is a measurement of the size of an earthquake. Magnitude is measured as a 
logarithmic ratio of the amplitude of the wave energy produced. On this scal2.5 or less is usually 
never felt, 2.5 to 5.4 is often felt but cause minor damage, 5.5 to 6.0 causes great damage to 
smaller structures and little to buildings of higher quality base structures, 6.1- 6.9 can cause a lot 
of damage to populated areas, 7.0 to 7.9 is a serious earthquake and causes major damage, and 
anything above an 8.0 can completely destroy communities (Endsley). 

2.4.5 Characteristics  
There are multiple elements of earthquakes that participate in the movement of the ground. The 
hypocenter is the center of the earthquake and the point within the earth where the rupture 
originated. The epicenter is the point on earth where the earthquake began and is often referred 
to as the focus point of an earthquake. Shadow Zones are areas where frequencies can barely be 
measured are found on borders of the earthquake’s circumference.  These components are 
illustrated in Figure 2-5. P- Waves are one of the two main types of elastic waves that travel 
through the interior of Earth.  P-wave stands for either pressure wave because it forms by 
alternating inward pushing forces or primary wave because it has the highest velocity and it is 
the first wave to be recorded. The velocities vary depending on the area of the lithosphere 
usually, they range from 5 km/s to 8 km/s. Primary waves can be detected on seismographs 
before any extreme movement has happens, which allows us to prepare and predict its size. S- 
Wave stands for secondary wave because it is the second wave that hits the seismograph, 
following the p- wave. These waves are responsible for the ground shaking. It shifts 
perpendicular to the direction the wave is moving. P and S- waves are diagramed in figure 2-
4.  Compared to the p- wave, s- waves travel significantly slower in rock, are unable to travel 
through earth's outer core, and cause places on Earth's outermost layer damage where 
seismographs cannot pick up activity from opposing wave activity. Secondary waves can only 
travel through solids; whereas, primary waves can travel through solids, liquids, and gasses.  

 

 

FIGURE 2- 5 VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF THE 
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN P AND S-WAVES. 
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2.5 Building Materials and Applications 
Building Materials and Applications include many different processes and elements that are 
important to know for conception and composition of any machine or structure. In this section, 
the possible materials and applications that are included in the construction of a shake table will 
be discussed. 

2.5.1 Wood 
Wood is a natural material harvested from trees and used in many different building 
applications. Wood, as a building material, that comes straight from the tree is known as solid 
wood or lumber, it can also be engineered to take on different properties. The trees harvested for 
these materials are classified into softwoods and hardwoods. 

2.5.1.1 Engineered Wood 
Engineered wood is a man-made material, used as an alternative to solid wood. It is made by 
stripping pieces or sheets from a tree, attaching multiple sheets together with adhesives and 
applying heat and pressure to form a mechanically strong wood material. These include 
structural composite lumbers like laminated veneer lumber, parallel strand lumber, and 
laminated strand lumber, among others. (Bal, Bektas, 2012)   

North Carolina State University did a study on the difference between solid wood and 
engineered wood when it came to impact bending. Impact Bending is a way to test the toughness 
of wood through an impact bending machine. In this study, a pendulum impact bending 
machine was used. While this study had other tests being run, this section will be focusing on 
the impact bending test for the difference in the durability of solid and engineered wood. In this 
study, they used laminated veneer lumber (LVL) as the engineered wood. The specific trees 
being used were beech, eucalyptus and poplar. The results ended up showing that the beech and 
eucalyptus LVL was stronger than the solid wood for that tree species, as for the polar there was 
no difference. (Bal, Bektas, 2012)  

2.5.1.2 Softwood 
Softwood refers to the wood taken from conifers or trees that bear needles. Some of the most 
common softwoods are pines, cedars, and firs. These woods are generally lighter in weight and 

FIGURE 2- 6 THE LABELED PARTS OF AN EARTHQUAKE 
(EARTHQUAKES AND PLATE, 2008). 
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density. Even though they are called softwoods, not all softwoods are softer than hardwoods. 
The density of wood determines the woods hardness (Bond, Hammer). In most cases, softwoods 
are used when appearance is a main desire. This wood is also ideal for the making of engineered 
wood, since it is easily pressed together.  

2.5.1.3 Hardwood 
Hardwoods are from trees with broader leaves, and in some cases, produce a nut or fruit. 
Common hardwood trees include maples, birches, oaks, and fruit trees. Hardwoods are 
generally more expensive than softwoods, due to the higher demand for hardwoods. Compared 
to softwoods, they have a more complex cell structure and usually a higher density, making 
them overall stronger and harder. Hardwoods have pores which absorb and release water, 
whereas softwoods do not and hold onto the water they absorb. (Bond, Hammer) 

2.5.2 Steel 
Steel is an alloy, made from iron and usually less than one percent carbon. Steel production used 
to be done mainly in large-scale steel plants. The process of making steel started with extracting 
the iron ore and melting it down in a furnace called a coke oven, but this method causes air 
emissions of coke oven gas, ammonium compounds, and sulfur, as well as water pollution from 
the cooling of the coke. After this, steel is produced, then shaped into the desired form (Illinois 
Waste Management and Research Center). As the years went on, regulations that were made 
and the effects of the energy crisis shifted steel-making into a smaller scale industry. As well as 
using a different, more environmentally safe method. Currently, the main method is taking 
scrap metal and melting this down in an Electric Arc Furnace (EAF), which uses electricity 
energy and oxygen to produce heat, or the Basic Oxygen Furnace (BOF), this uses oxygen to 
produce heat, but iron as well as scrap metal as the melting material. (Illinois Waste 
Management and Research Center) When the steel is done melting, it is then formed by either 
hot or cold forming. This temperature controlled forming is when the metal is passed through 
two rollers which are either heated (hot forming) or not heated (cold forming). Hot forming is 
primarily used to produce steel plates, bars, slabs, and strips. While cold forming is used for 
tubes, wires, and sheets. (Illinois Waste Management and Research Center). These processes 
describe only a certain kind of steel derived from just iron or scrap. Since steel is an alloy it can 
be a mixture of any two metals that would make for a good sheet of steel, for example 
aluminum, chromium and nickel, just to name a few (Singh, 2011). Steel, as a building material, 
is very durable due to its inability to grow mold or have termites, and have no splitting or 
warping. It also can bend to any degree without breaking. Steel is an expensive material, not just 
in the purchasing of the steel itself but also for the welding and bolting that will need to be done 
to it. Steel is best when galvanized, which is a coating of zinc to protect the steel, it mainly keeps 
the steel from rusting. (Kempfer, 2006)  

2.5.3 Fabrication and Fasteners 
Fabrications and fasteners are a way of connecting various building materials into a desired 
structure or machines. There are many different fasteners as well as different applications for 
each one. 

2.5.3.1 Screws vs. Nails 
Nails are a smooth metal, shaped into a pin with a flat top and sharp end and is applied with a 
hammer. There are two main types of nails that would work well for fastening: a casing nail and 
a finished nail. A casing nail has a more countersunk head and is a little heavier in weight than a 
finished nail. A finishing nail has a rounded head and can be driven flush to the wood or surface. 
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Nails are simple but not the strongest or most durable choice. (North American Retail Hardware 
Association) 

Screws are a metal pin-shaped fastener with spirals engraved down the length and either one or 
two indented lines across the head. These crosses represent a slot-head screw and a Phillip’s-
head screw, each kind comes with a flat, round, or oval head. There are different lengths and 
strengths of screws for each kind of job. (North American Retail Hardware Association) 

2.5.3.2 Welding vs. Bolting 
Welding is when two pieces of steel are heated to a melting point and joined together by 
pressing those two heated areas together. Welding is expensive since it is best done by a 
professional. There are many different types of welding but the most popular are fillet welds, 
which join at an angle, and groove welds which just join two pieces with different kinds of 
grooves in between. (The American Institute of Steel Construction)   

Bolting is a way to connect two materials together, usually steel.Bolting requires a way of 
punching or wrenching the bolt into the material. Some common types of bolts are, A307, A490, 
A325. Each have a separate strength, for example the A307 is low-strength, while the A325 and 
A490 are high-strength, A490 being the strongest. Bolting requires less than welding since 
bolting only needs a hole punched through the material in order to use this fabrication, as 
compared to welding where heating is required. (RCSC, 2000)  

 

2.6 Machines 
Machines are apparatuses composed of several individual parts that work in unison to perform a 
particular function, using mechanical power. 

2.6.1 Supports 
Supports are structures that distribute weight to the ground through the intersections 
connecting different parts.  Each connection is designed with a specific purpose to support 
weight with certain, varying conditions (Luebkeman). 

Roller supports can both rotate and translate on the surface that the rollers are on. The surface 
can be sloped at any angle (Luebkeman). Roller supports are commonly seen being used for 
structures like bridges, because of the supports ability to expand and contract with changing 
temperature. This prevents damage to the bank and to the bridge by allowing movement. 

A pinned support is a type of support that will resist both horizontal and vertical forces but will 
rotate with time, pinned supports do not allow the structure to slide in any direction 
(Luebkeman). 

Fixed supports are rigid and are not affected by vertical or horizontal forces, making them 
resistant to rotation or translation in any direction, they also resist the moment (Luebkeman). 

Hinge Supports provide no resistance to rotation.  However, they are capable of resisting 
horizontal and vertical forces. This type of support is used in a variety of places such as in doors. 

2.6.2 Eccentric Rotating Mass  
A rotating eccentric mass is an apparatus used to create vibrating effect.  This effect is achieved 
through an attached unbalanced weight that is rotated on a shaft connected to a DC motor as 
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shown in Figure 2-7.  When rotating, the unbalanced weight will use force provided by the DC 
motor to spin slightly off balance, creating a vibrating effect. 

 

2.6.3 Wheels 
Wheels are circular objects that rotate around an axle and transport various objects.  Traction is 
the wheel’s ability to stick to the surface it is rolling on without slipping, it is also affected by 
contact pressure, and the type of tread. Contact Pressure is the amount of force the wheels are 
applying to the ground they roll on. If a wheel is under too much stress it may deform the wheel 
or make it difficult to roll.  Tread includes the composition of the outer surface of the wheel that 
is in contact with the ground.  

Casters are a type of wheel device that is mounted to larger objects in order to allow the object to 
roll easily.  Casters can be designed with the ability to swivel or be rigid, as well as the ability to 
lock both the rotation of the wheel and the swivel mechanism.  They can be designed as one 
solid piece, or to be made from different pieces.  

2.6.4 Clamps 
A clamp is a device that is made to use force to hold an object in place without damaging the 
object that is being held down.  

A screw clamp uses the torque developed in a screw thread to hold the object in place.  It may be 
a direct, or indirect force.  The size of the screw usually determines the holding force of the 
clamp. 

Strap Clamps use a lever-like action to help apply pressure to the desired object by transferring 
the force from the screw thread, which is located between the fulcrum point and the object, 

FIGURE 2- 7  AN EXAMPLE OF AN ECCENTRIC ROTATING MASS 
(NFP, 2002-2007). 
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shown in Figure 2-8. Pivoted Clamps often pivot in the center to make operating the clamps 
easier, the tightening and loosening of the clamp is done using a knurled screw.  

 

2.6.5 Wire Springs 
The coiled spring is made from wire or metal, and forms into a coil, the length of the spring 
depends on the length of the wire used to make it.  The entirety of the coiled wire is involved in 
the elasticity because the pressure is distributed along the entire length of the coil.  The larger 
the gauge of the wire the more resistance the spring will offer.  Coiled springs can be made from 
either round, or square wire.  Square wired coils produce less heat than round wire coils do. 

2.6.6 Machined Springs 
Machined springs are engineered in a machine that cuts helical slots into thick walled tubes of 
metal or plastic.  These springs are typically limited to 30 coils, and the size of the slots can 
range from 0.02”-0.25” inches depending on the desired stiffness.  Range from 0.10”-6.00” 
inches in diameter.  Machined springs are typically used for precise needs because it is easier to 
control the exact specifications of these springs. For example, trapezoidal springs are used for 
lateral translation deflection because it allows the object to translate further without coil 
contact. 

 

2.7 Motors 
There are many different types of motors but the most commonly used are electrically powered, 
however they can also be powered by air and hydraulics.  Within electric motors exists a 
plethora of designs but they are all placed within the category of DC or AC powered. DC motors 
designs include: Shunt motors, separately excited motor, series motor, permanent magnet 
motor, compound motors, brushed motor, brush-less motors. AC motors include induction and 
synchronous motors.  

Motors are a device that takes energy from one source and translates it into mechanical energy. 
The general idea of how electric motors function is that magnets are secured somewhere on the 
device then a current is ran through coiled metal windings. Then once the current flows through 
the coils it creates a magnetic field, a familiar concept in physics and electrical engineering. The 
magnetic field created by current running through the coils is most usually in repulsion to the 
fixed magnets on the device when the coils are close, and are attracted to the fixed magnets 
when the coils are distanced. This changes as the motor’s rotor spins to maintain its motion. The 

FIGURE 2- 8  EXAMPLE OF A STRAP CLAMP 
(CARRLANE).  
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rotor is essentially a spinning arm which has coils fixed to it that magnetize once a current is 
imposed on it, and turns electrical energy to mechanical energy. 

 
One of the main advantages to DC motors is that depending on the design they are more suitable 
to fine tuning on a range of control settings. They also allow for more intensive applications. 
Depending on the design however they can pose a greater safety risk due to a commutator and 
brush design which commonly release sparks and heat, and do require more maintenance since 
brushes are part of the motor that wears over time (Electrical Engineering QA). The figure 
below, Figure 2-9, depicts some common interpretations of DC motor types.  

2.8 Child Learning 
Hands on learning has been proven to be more beneficial than auditory learning for both kids 
and adults (Moyes). For adults, it helps develop experiences and build on prior knowledge. 
However, it is very important for children because they are being introduced to topics like 
earthquakes for the first time. In the classroom, hands on projects engage students and keep 
them interested in learning.  

Several studies have shown that when children are enjoying the lesson being taught they tend to 
retain significantly more information (Sobel). This is usually related to whether the children 
were taught in a traditional classroom setting, with pencils and teacher lecturing, or if they were 
given a chance to participate and form their own ideas. This participation assists the students in 
being engaged in the topic presented instead of losing interest (Moyes). 

General ways to keep children’s attention and encourage active participation include several 
things. One of the overarching themes of these “attention-getters” is the appeal to senses, such 
as smell, taste, sound, touch and sight. One of the most prominent would be visual and physical 
stimuli, things that are colorful or interesting shapes and textures that directly relate to the topic 
at hand and illustrate a concept or idea. 

FIGURE 2-8 DC MOTOR TYPES (ELECTRICAL ENGINEER QA, 2015). FIGURE 2- 9 DC MOTOR TYPES (ELECTRICAL ENGINEER QA, 2015). 
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Aside from those it’s also good to form discussions where the kids can express their thoughts 
and feel safe to do so. Creating a friendly environment is a must and at times can prove difficult, 
especially as we get into the realm of older children. The key is that the participants need to feel 
like they aren’t being judged negatively by their peers, young children are generally without 
shame and spout out any ideas they have, which is preferable in this discussion setting, but older 
children within increased interest in social conventions are generally more cautious in their 
expressions of ideas. The older children are also searching for a more significant sense of 
independence and may be less interested in what a teacher tells then in an act of defiance 
toward ‘the Man’ (Letrello).  

There are various difficulties associated with the teaching of different age groups, and opinions 
may surge about what is or isn’t the best method for teaching these age groups (Letrello). It’s a 
consensus that when the lessons feel directly applicable to everyday life to the students, and 
when they are actively engaged, the students learn most effectively.  

2.9 Past Examples 
Shakes tables can be built with very low quality to very high quality imitation. Some are built 
with motors, others require manual shaking, and few are built using very precise high quality 
technology.  

2.9.1 Motor Powered Shake Tables  
In past shake table projects, DC motor powered projects seem to be the most reliable. They 
allow different levels of shaking to measure what frequencies their structure fell apart. It makes 
it easy to see where building designs went wrong and what building designs work best. They are 
very complex and use coding to measure the stage position and acceleration. Battery powered 
motors, shown in figure 2-10, are more realistic. They use alligator clips to attach a battery to a 
device that uses current and electromotive forces to shake a table top at different intensities. 
Another example of a motor-powered shake table is used with a drill. The drill is attached to 
rotating metal that connects to the platform, when the drill is turned on the metal rotates 
causing the table to shake. This method is practical and meets the criteria of multiple controlled 
shake levels.  

FIGURE 2- 10 BATTERY POWERED (MOTORXINUNIMOTOR, 2017). 
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2.9.2 Hand Powered Shake Tables  
The most common hand powered shake table is a tabletop that sits on springs with a handle to 
shake the structure with. Figure 2-11 shows one that used an elevated surface and rubber bands 
as the elastic shaking support. These tables have endless varieties of shaking patterns and 
shaking levels.  

3 Alternative Solutions 
 

3.1 Introduction 
In the Alternative Solutions section, the team analyzed different ways to design the shake table. 
Alternative solutions were developed during two brainstorming sessions. Each design was 
created according to the specifications and criterion. A total of six Shake Table designs were 
discussed and sketched during these brainstorming sessions. 

3.2 Brainstorming 
Two brainstorming sessions were held, and during these sessions, different aspects of a shake 
table were discussed. Using these aspects, a full design for each solution was made. Rough 
sketches were drawn and fully developed during the second meeting. The total time spent on 
brainstorming was around four hours. Refer to Appendix A and B for sketches and notes on our 
brainstorm sessions. 

3.3 Alternative Solutions  
The alternative solutions were decided with a group consensus. Every solution serves as a 
feasible option for the shake table design. Below is a list of each alternative solution. 

1. The Supporter 

Figure 2-11 Example of a drill powered shake table (Hakaday, 2011). 
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2. Shake, Rattle, and Roll 
3. Drill Sergeant 
4. Suspense 
5. Earthquake to Smoothie Shake 
6. Flex Board 

3.3.1 The Supporter 
The Supporter, shown in Figure 3-1, is a shake table that uses tightly coiled steel springs to 
support the shake board. The springs simulate the movement of an earthquake by allowing the 
board to be sturdy in its place, and still can shake around vigorously like an earthquake. The 
material used for the shake board would be wood, either plywood or lumber.  

Included on top of the shake board is a clamping method, with a metal bar and wing nut system, 
to hold the student’s projects or building structures in place. Figure 3-1, shows a closer look at 
the power mechanism, the type of motor that would be used is a DC motor, with a gear hooked 
onto it, and a weight attached to one end, to make it hang farther to one side. The weight would 
cause the board to lean to the side the weight is on and once the motor is turned on, spinning 
this weight, then the table will shake. The motor is fastened to the bottom of the shake board 
and wired to a battery pack that is also attached to the board. Turning the sake table on is as 
simple as a switch on the battery pack. The shake table structure is placed on a cart for easy 
transport to other classrooms. Caster wheels that lock in place are used on the cart to keep the 
whole structure sturdy while in use. 

 

FIGURE 3-1 A ROUGH SKETCH OF "THE SUPPORTER" DESIGN, DRAWN BY CYNTHIA STROUSE. 

3.3.2 Shake, Rattle, and Roll 
Shake, Rattle, and Roll is a shake table design that uses a screw-driver powered mechanism to 
laterally move the wooden shake board.  The drill used in this model is one that can plug into a 
wall.  The spinning movement in the drill is translated to a rotating disc which is attached to a 
metal rod, which is then connected to the shake board as shown in Figure 3-2 below.  The shake 
table is mounted on top of parallel PVC pipes. The pipes are used to slide on top of a second set 
of perpendicular parallel PVC pipes when the shake table is in motion.  The bottom set of 
parallel PVC pipes are mounted to the base of the shake table using screws.  Two sets of long 
screws will be positioned near the edges to ensure that the shake board does not slide too far.  
This movement is the motion that simulates earthquakes for the testing of projects. The clamps 
on the top of the shake board are constructed of a metal bar and a wing nut system which 
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clamps down to hold student’s projects to the Shake Table.  The entire Shake Table is mounted 
on top of a cart as shown in Figure 3-2.  This cart will be on locking caster wheels for ease of 
movement and sturdiness during use of the shake table.   

 

FIGURE 3-2 THIS ILLUSTRATES ALL THE ELEMENTS OF "SHAKE, RATTLE, AND ROLL", DRAWN BY CYNTHIA 
STROUSE. 

3.3.3 Drill Sergeant 
The Drill Sergeant is a shake table design that uses the circular motion of an electric drill to 
create the movement in the wood board that simulates the shaking of an earthquake. The drill 
satisfies the client’s specification for various shake level intensities. The zoomed in drawing on 
Figure 3-3 shows an axle of a bicycle connecting the drill to the wood board so that when the 
drill is turned on a circular motion is transferred to the table top. The wood board is fastened 
onto a cart using tightly coiled springs and spring fasteners. This allows the table-top to vibrate 
and create wave motions like those of earthquakes.  It is built on a cart with locking casters, so 
that it can easily be moved around but also be very still when the student projects are being 
tested. The projects are fastened to the tabletop using straps so that the shaking can cause 
destruction but will not let the projects fly off.  
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FIGURE 3-3 A ROUGH SKETCH OF THE "DRILL SERGEANT" AND INCLUDES A CLOSE VIEW ON THE CIRCULAR 
MOTION OF THE BIKE AXLE. DRAWN BY DAKOTAH TILTON. 

3.3.4 Suspense  
Suspense is like The Supporter, except for the placement of the springs as shown in Figure 3-4. 
This structure includes a DC motor with a gear and weight mechanism, to move the board in a 
type of motion to simulate an earthquake. The DC motor is wired to a battery pack for its source 
of power. The motor is turned on with a switch. A view of this part of the structure is shown in 
Figure 3-4. For this design, the tightly coiled steel springs are fastened to the side of the shake 
board, which is made from plywood or lumber, suspending the board over the rest of the 
structure. On the other end of the springs, they are attached to another piece of plywood or 
lumber, which is the base board. The boards are sticking up, perpendicular to the cart and 
fastened to the structure to hold the whole shake table in place. The shake table structure is 
mounted onto a cart with folding or locking caster wheels to keep the structure stable while 
being used, as well as easy for transport. On top of the shake board is a strap or clamping system 
to hold the students projects down to the structure.  

 

FIGURE 3-4 THIS IMAGE SHOWS THE "SUSPENSE" DESIGN, WITH THE SORINGS ATTACHED TO THE OUTSIDE OF 
THE TABLE-TOP. DRAWN BY PEDRO VALVERDE. 
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3.3.5 Earthquake to Smoothie Shake 
The Earthquake to Smoothie Shake, shown in Figure 3-5, closely resembles the other designs. 
The movement is based off a blender motor. The cart houses the lower half of a blender in a 
secure cage; current concepts have the cage made of a heavy wire. The blender's motor is 
attached to a connector rod with an adapter for the blender. The idea is it snaps into place like 
how the stock blender would fit offering a secure fit. The motor connector rod translates a 
rotating motion into a horizontal oscillation in the shake board rod. The shake board rod rapidly 
pushes and pulls the shake board to create an earthquake like effect. Since the shaking motion 
will require a rigid base, the plans include using a semi-hardwood to give the cart not only long-
term durability but to remedy a lack of support associated with lighter materials. Locking wheels 
are also depicted in Figure 3-5, to allow for easy transport. The shake board is also equipped 
with rubber straps that will have crank synchs to ensure a tight hold on the project without 
being too aggressive on the medium the projects are made from.  

 

 

 
FIGURE 3-5 THE ILLUSTRATION OF "EARTHQUAKE TO SMOOTHIE SHAKE", DRAWN BY WILFREDO CERVANTES. 

3.3.6 Flex Board  
The Flex Shake, shown in Figure 3-6, is an innovative design where the board not only moves 
side to side but also has a wave like motion. The wave motion replicates the large-scale 
contractions and expansions of the terrain during earthquakes and offers a means to view them 
in a small-scale setting. This is made possible by the alternating board thicknesses making up a 
flexible shake board. Holding the boards together are alternating hinges on top and bottom, 
perfectly spaced, allowing for maximum flex without sacrificing durability. Superior connecting 
hardware such as stainless hinges and screws, along with layers of epoxy at connection points 
are used to keep the structure safe and sturdy. Implemented in this design is the blender motor 
that is also depicted in Earthquake smoothie shake as seen in Figure 3-5. The motor and cart are 
identical and the blender was chosen as the motor since it seemed to offer a better range of 
motion to allowing full use of the hinged shake table. The rubber strap used to secure projects 
also assist in maintaining structural support of the board while it's in motion.  
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FIGURE 3-6 THE "FLEX SHAKE", DRAWN BY WILFREDO CERVANTES. 

4 Decision Process 
 

4.1 Introduction 
The Decision Process section breaks down and gives an in-depth description of how The Many 
Squirrels decided on a final design to proceed with. This was done through the evaluation of all 
the alternative solutions presented in Section 3 to find the single best solution that satisfies our 
client’s needs. The criteria in Section 4.2, as well as, the Delphi Matrix in Section 4.4 was used to 
assist The Many Squirrels with this decision. 

4.2 Criteria 
Presented below are definitions of the criteria. These detailed definitions are used to define how 
well each alternative solution fits the criteria. 

Shake Levels- It would be ideal for the shake table to be able to simulate multiple magnitudes.  

Durability- This table should withstand possible damage done by weather, the students, and 
require little maintenance. 

Consistency- This table should have the same shake pattern 

Portability- Able to easily be moved around the room, as well as transported to another 
classroom.   

Safety- The shake table must have all gears and motors located in an enclosed area to prevent 
hazardous operation 

Cost- Total money and labor spent to build, as well as operation and maintenance costs 

Sturdiness- When the table is shaking, the cart must be stable.  

Educational Value- Students using this project should gain building experience and basic 
knowledge about earthquake movement.  
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Ease of Use- Students and teachers must be able to use it with no trouble  

 

4.3 Solutions 
The following is a list showing all the alternative solutions shown in Section 3.  

1. The Supporter 
2. Shake, Rattle, and Roll 
3. Drill Sergeant 
4. Suspense 
5. Earthquake to Smoothie Shake 
6. Flex Board 

 

4.4 Decision Process 
The Delphi Matrix method, illustrated in Table 4-2, assisted The Many Squirrels in deciding on 
a final design. First, we assigned a value from 1 to 10, shown in Table 4-1, based on importance 
to each of the criteria listed in Section 4.2 with 10 being primary concerns to both the team and 
client and 1 being irrelevant. Second, we created The Delphi Matrix to compare each alternative 
solution to the weighted criteria and gave each one a number from 0 to 50. A 50 was given to the 
solution that best met the criteria. This process resulted in overall totals for each solution.  

 

TABLE 4-1 TABLE OF WEIGHTED CRITERIA. 

Criteria Weight
Safety 10
Sturdiness 9
Cost 9
Shake Levels 8
Portability 8
Ease of Use 8
Educational Value 7
Durability 7
Consistency 6
Aesthetics 5  
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4.5 Final Decision 
After careful consideration of the criteria and the Delphi Matrix results, shown in Table 4-2, a 
combination of the Drill Sergeant and Flex Board is the best-fit for the shake table design. The 
drill allows the table to shake at multiple levels, which consistently shake at the same rate, and it 
is very cost efficient. The side by side slats of the Flex Board design creates wave-like motions 
that imamate the movements of an earthquake, which gives the project high educational value. 
The project materials used in the design are also safe for the middle school students to use. The 
design can move from room to room easily because it is built on a cart and is sturdy due to 
locking wheels.    

 

5 Specification 
 

5.1 Introduction 
Section 5 includes a detailed description of our final design discussed in Section 4, overall cost 
and timeline, and instructions on how to use it. The description of our final design is broken into 
the major parts of the project and includes images and diagrams to illustrate the process of 
creating the final shake table. Section 5 also gives clear detailed directions on how to use it and 
maintain it and provides the educational value of the shake table. 

5.2 Description of Solution 
The final solution consists of many different components. This includes the flex board, the 
springs, and the drill, each described in the following sections. 

TABLE 4-2 DELPHI MATRIX RESULTS, WITH CRITERIA LISTED TO THE LEFT AND THE ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS ON 
TOP. INCLUDED ON THE BOTTOM ROW ARE THE TOTALS FOR EACH SOLUTION. 
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5.2.1 The Flex Board 
The Flex Board is the table top design for the shake table. It is composed of seven slats of 21.0”x 
3.50”x 0.75” pieces of wood. Each piece of wood has two holes drilled through the side of it with 
vinyl tubing threaded through all seven slats to form a table top that provides more wave-like 
movement than a solid table top would. On top of The Flex Board, there are eight loops of tubing 
to give students multiple options of how to attach their building structures to the shake table.  

5.2.2 The Springs 
There are eight springs that act as main support for the shake table tabletop. In the design, one 
spring stands at each corner, another stands on each side on the middle slat centered for more 
support, and the last two are placed at each end of the middle slat. The springs give the tabletop 
a wide range of motion when the drill is turned on but have the strength to hold the tabletop 
design and student projects.  

5.2.3 The Drill 
The drill is the main source of movement for the table-top. Screwed into the drill head is the 
front wheel axle of a bicycle which connects to a cam system on the other side so that when the 
drill is powered on the axle will begin to spin causing the cam to spin. The spinning motion is 
translated to the tabletop using a steel bar that is bolted onto the cam system on one end, and 
the tabletop on the other. 

In Figure 5-1, an AutoCAD drawing done by Pedro Valverde, shows the table top and the springs 
and how they are connected with crimped wire cable.  

 

 

5.3 Costs 
Costs for this design project include the design hours. Implementation cost, and maintenance 
cost. 

5.3.1 Design Cost (hours) 
Design cost represent the number of hours spent on the design project. This includes the 
problem analysis, the literature review, possible alternative solutions, the decision process, 

FIGURE 5-1 CAD DRAWING, BY PEDRO VALVERDE, OF THE TABLE TOP WITH THE 
SPRING AND WIRE CABLE CONNECTION. 
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specifications, and construction. Figure 5-2 below shows the distribution of hours spent on this 
project. A total of 130 hours was spent on the design project. 

 

 

FIGURE 5-2 PIE CHART ILLUSTRATING THE TIME IN HOURS THE TEAM SPENT ON THE DESIGN AND 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SHAKE TABLE. 

5.3.2 Implementation Cost ($) 
Implementation Costs are the costs of the materials used to build the design project, the shake 
table. Table 5-1 below shows the materials used in the building of the shake table, and the price 
paid for each item. The overall total for this design was $135.59.  

TABLE 5-1 COST OF MATERIALS FOR THE DESIGN OF THE SHAKE TABLE. 

Material Quantity Cost ($) 
1” x4” x8” Wood 
Board 

2 17.98 

Vinyl Tubing 8ft. 1.84 
Red Spraypaint 1 4.99 
Springs 8 26.72 
Steel Bar 1 3.49 
Aluminum Ferrules 14 11.58 
Mini Springs 12 9.00 
Epoxy 1 4.99 
Axel Hub 1 5.00 
Drill 1 50.00 
Base Board 1 Donated 
Cart 1 Donated 
Wood Block 1 Donated 
Cam System 1 Donated 
Braided Wire Cable 8ft. Donated 
Aluminum Ferrules 2 Donated 
Metal Corner Bracers 2 Donated 
Wood Screws 16 Donated 
Bolt and Nut 1 Donated 
 Total: $135.59 

 

Problem Analysis
Literature Review
Alternative Solutions
Decision Process
Specifications

63

24

17

12

5

9
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5.3.3 Maintenance Cost ($) 
The maintenance cost for the upkeep of this design was determined to have no charge unless 
there was damage done to the shake table. Possible damaged items include the drill and the 
vinyl tubing. Due to the amount of force and stress put on the tubing from the shaking, this 
might need to be replaced every few years. 

Then price would vary depending on the broken part. Each part and its price is shown above in 
Table 5-1. The team would need to be contacted for repair, if an important part is to be damaged. 

5.4 Instructions for Implementation and Use of Model 
One of the largest building tasks is to construct the flexing shake table surface. The shake table 
was designed using several wood slats, drilling them and then lacing the boards together. Laced 
in between each wood board are small springs to give it increased horizontal movement. Acquire 
a piece of wood to use as a base board. Drill large holes, 1/2-inch diameter about a 1/8-inch-
deep, part way into the base board and the respective wood slats. Nestle the springs into the 
pockets, this offers increased support for the device. Once the base board and slats are prepared 
for the spring placement, prepare your braided steel cable and ferrules. Thread one end of the 
cable through a ferrule and crimp it shut, then align the spring on the baseboard slot and thread 
it through the baseboard, the spring, and the top of the shake surface slat. Repeat for all the 
springs using a new segment of cable and only crimping the bottom ferrules. Once all the 
springs are aligned and the top of your shake surface has several cables sticking out, begin to 
loop the cable through ferrules and crimp the tops as snug to the surface as possible. 

For the drill mechanism, attach a drill to one end of a bicycle wheel axle hub. Then attach a 
metal cam onto the other side and put a steel bar into the cam, so it creates linear motion as the 
drill turns the cam. Finally attach the drill mechanism to the shake board surface by using a 
block to sandwich the other end of the steel bar and connecting it with a bolt and nut to the 
shake table surface.  

Before use, ensure all connections are in good condition on the device and the springs are in 
place. To activate the shake table, pull the trigger of the drill and it will begin to rotate, moving 
the cam arm and thus the shake table surface. To increase the amount of shaking pull the drill 
trigger harder. 

5.5 Results 
The shake table moved as anticipated, with the drill rotating the cam, causing the steel bar to 
oscillate back and forth, and shaking the shake table surface. Complications did arise during 
initial testing, such as the springs not aligning with the pockets, and the wood block connecting 
the steel bar to the shake surface cracked. These issues were not significant, due to the rigid 
connection of the crimped wires and steel bolt holding the wood block to steel bar. 
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6 Appendices 
 

6.1 Group Member Project Hours 
Cynthia Strouse’s Hours-12 week project ENGR 215 

 

 

 
Appendix A: Brainstorm Session 1 
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Dakotah Tiltons Hours-12 week project ENGR 215 
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Wilfredo Cervantes Hours-12 week project ENGR 215 
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Pedro Vaverde’s Hours- 12 Week Project: ENGR 215
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Appendix A: Brainstorm Session 1 
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Appendix B: Brainstorm Session 2 
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